Corrosion Protection and Surface Treatments

Recent Research activities:
Eco-friendly Li-based Inhibitor Technology for Corrosion Protective Coatings

Our recent work demonstrated that Li-inhibited epoxy primers provide excellent corrosion protection to aluminium alloys. Microscopic and advanced analytical studies elucidated the chemical composition and morphology of this layer while accelerated exposure tests and electrochemical analysis confirmed the unique corrosion protective properties.

Cr(VI)-free Anodization and Interfacial Bonding

In the transition to environmental friendly pretreatment of aerospace aluminum alloys, chromic acid anodizing (CAA) is being replaced by sulfuric acid (SAA), phosphoric acid (PAA), or phosphoric-sulfuric acid (PSA) anodizing. Our studies have shown the pivotal importance of the oxide surface chemistry (such as hydroxyl fraction) for subsequent adhesion or coating processes, in addition to that of the surface morphology.

Effect of Surface Chemistry on the Local Composition of Zr-based Conversion Coatings

The application of ultra-thin conversion films on metallic substrates is commonly used to improve the corrosion resistance of the metal surface and also the adhesion performance of subsequently applied organic coatings. Our studies have shown that the surface chemistry prior to conversion coating has a major influence on the final quality and functionality of the conversion coating.

The surface chemistry of metal (oxides) highly influence the deposition mechanism and kinetics of Zr-based conversion coatings

The findings are highly relevant for industrial treatments of aluminium and (galvanized) steel surfaces, especially for those that undergo corrosion protection and painting process steps prior to usage.
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